Hydropedological insights when considering catchment classification
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Abstract

Soil classification systems are analysed in relation to the functioning and characterisation of catchments. Soil classifications are useful to create systematic order in the overwhelming quantity of different soils in the world and to extrapolate data available for a given soil type to soils elsewhere with identical classifications. However, such classifications are based on permanent characteristics as formed by the soil forming factors over often very long periods of time and this does not necessarily match with characteristics and parameters needed for functional soil characterization focusing, for example, on catchment hydrology. Hydropedology has made contributions towards functional characterization of soils as is illustrated for recent hydrological catchment studies. However, much still needs to be learned about the physical behaviour of anisotropic, heterogeneous field soils with varying soil structures during the year and the suggestion is made to first focus on improving simulation of catchment hydrology, incorporating hydropedological expertise, before embarking on a classification effort which involves major input of time and involves the risk of distraction. In doing so, we advise to also define other characteristics for catchment performance than the traditionally measured discharge rates.

1 Introduction

Many scientific disciplines have published classifications of their objects of study. Soil science is a good example (e.g. Soil Survey Staff, 1999; FAO, 2006). So far, there is, however, no widely accepted protocol for hydrological catchment classification and questions can be raised as to why this has not occurred and if a major effort should be made at this point in time to develop such a classification. As soils constitute the upper layer of each catchment, forming its “skin”, their role in the partition, storage and transfer of water are likely to be expressed somehow in whatever catchment classification may ultimately be established. Infiltration processes into soil are crucial as is...
lateral flow above slowly permeable subsurface soil horizons. The recent development of hydropedology (Lin et al., 2006; Bouma, 2006) may facilitate the incorporation of soil in any catchment classification scheme as it allows transformation of relatively static soil classification data into dynamic hydrological parameters allowing the definition of soil water regimes. In summary, the objective of this paper is to: (i) broadly discuss basic characteristics of classification schemes, focusing on soil science as an example; (ii) explore the potential of hydropedology in characterizing the dynamic behaviour of soil water regimes at different scales in space and time in the context of catchment hydrology; (iii) provide some examples of using hydropedological data in modelling water movement in catchments, and (iv) discuss possible implications for the development of catchment classification schemes.

2 Soil classification

Classification can be justified as a scientific activity following different lines of reasoning, to be illustrated here for soil science:

(i) The scientific approach, where basic curiosity is the primary driving force and where applications are not seen as an objective. Focus is on soils as they are formed in space and time under interacting soil forming factors: parent material, climate, topography and biota, including humans. Some have regarded it as the primary purpose of soil classification to discover scientific laws (Smith, 1965). Others have even claimed that classification is the most important activity for science in general (Gerasimov, 1964);

(ii) Creating the possibility to extrapolate knowledge obtained by measurements in a certain soil classification unit to another unit elsewhere for which no information is available except its identical classification. Formally, in the US system of Soil Taxonomy (Soil Survey Staff, 1999) the lowest level of the soil series serves as a major vehicle to transfer soil information and research knowledge from one soil
area to another. These are classes of soil bodies (polypedons) that have limits and ranges more restrictive than all higher taxa (Soil Survey Staff, 1999). Thus, classification can be effective to extrapolate knowledge involving a substantial cut in cost because without classification any new soil observation would present a new challenge requiring a complete set of new measurements;

(iii) Classification schemes require definition of soil characteristics to be applied as differentiating or diagnostic criteria at different levels in the scheme. Soils vary widely in the field, even at short distances. Discussing classification schemes requires standardization of procedures, separating what are considered to be major reflections of the soil forming factors from the minor ones. Standardization also involves selection of specific indicators, to be measured with methods that are accessible and not too costly. This discussion and selection process provides a useful structure, focus and guideline for an otherwise overwhelming confrontation with the variation encountered in the field. Following point (ii), classification can also provide important input into planning of soil research. Research should preferably be focused on major and not minor effects of the soil forming factors and their measurement in space and time. As researchers, we want environmental policies to take account for spatial variability in the best possible way. Therefore, we should supply policy makers and planners with standardisations that are understandable and include the most relevant variability of our subject, and:

(iv) Communication to land users and politicians is significantly enhanced when soils have a name. In the USA, the lowest level of soil classification, the soil series, has been named after localities where they occur. An Antigo silt loam, for example, occurs near the city of Antigo in Wisconsin and this inspires local ownership. Many States in the USA have State Soils and a monolith of that particular soil can often be found in the halls of the State Capitol. In other countries, such as the Netherlands, soil classifications are strongly based on local farmers knowledge and field names. This facilitates the adoption of these terms by interested
citizens. An additional advantage is that soils are usually beautiful in terms of color patterns. This not only inspires artists but also contributes to effective communication. But what is being communicated? Beauty is a legitimate focal point but has a limited significance when focusing on the solution of pressing land use or water management problems. Communicating a soil name, as such, has limited appeal as well, the more so because soil names at higher levels than the soil series can become rather complicated, transmitting information only to experts (e.g. “very fine, mixed, mesic, Typic Hapludoll” following Soil Survey Staff, 1999). The real value for society is to be derived from information about expected soil behaviour that is attached to a given classification unit. However, as stated above, the soil forming factors and associated processes that have resulted in the morphology of a given soil profile do not necessarily represent actual physical, chemical and biological processes that determine soil behaviour. A functional analysis is therefore needed to “translate” properties of a given soil type into actual dynamic processes determining soil behaviour (see also Bouma, 1989; Stolte et al., 1996; Hessel, 2003; Stolte et al., 2003; Bouma et al., 2011).

To facilitate application of classification schemes, modern classification systems such as Soil Taxonomy (Soil Survey Staff, 1999) and the World Reference Base for Soil Resources (FAO, 2006) and many other national systems not discussed here, emphasize use of visible, morphometric features when classifying soils. In other words, a trained soil scientist should be able to classify soils in the field on the basis of visual observations without immediately requiring elaborate chemical or mineralogical analyses. They are needed later, of course, to document soil properties and differentiating characteristics for classification. This is an attractive aspect of modern soil classification as it strongly increases operational efficiency.

What do we learn from soil classification in the process of developing catchment classification systems? Three observations need to be made:

(i) Soils form a continuous entity in the field covering the entire surface of the solid earth except at locations where bedrock surfaces. This is in stark contrast with,
for example, birds and plants that are well defined entities by themselves and are therefore relatively easy subjects for classification. Soil classification is based on definition of artificial and conceptual “pedons” and “polypedons” with an arbitrary surface area of several square meters and a depth to which the pedogenetic processes extend and are in practice defined by a boring or a soil pit. In classification, a distinction is made between the central concepts that reflect the ideal characteristics of the class and intergrades that belong to a class but grade into another class. More recent approaches have captured this using fuzzy techniques, also for land evaluation purposes (e.g. Sonneveld et al., 2010). So, pedons and polypedons cannot be observed as a discrete entity. And to add, also catchment areas are often not spatially well defined.

(ii) Classification is focusing on permanent soil features that have formed under influence of the soil forming factors over periods of hundreds, thousands or sometimes even millions of years. Soil classification defines: “the house” and not its inhabitants and their movements in and out of the house! Acts of soil management, such as plowing, should not change a given classification as this would reduce its usefulness. This aspect often results in misunderstandings by users of soil information who are primarily interested in actual soil functionality and not in classification. It was the reason for Droogers and Bouma (1997), Pulleman et al. (2000) and Sonneveld et al. (2002) to introduce the concept of phenoforms, next to genoforms, the latter distinguished by soil classification and based on more or less permanent soil properties. Different phenoforms are formed for a given genoform as a function of different types of soil management: a given soil, used for example as meadow or as arable land or occurring in a nature area has significantly different physical, chemical and biological properties that strongly affect its functionality, certainly in a catchment context as it affects infiltration and subsurface movement of water over plowpans and the like. Indications are that each genoform has a characteristic range of phenoforms defining the potential range of soil properties to be realized by different forms of management. Stolte
et al. (1996) used functional characterization of soils, measured and modelled infiltration and runoff in three small watersheds in the south of the Netherlands and showed that infiltration could be better described by soil structure of surface soil as affected by soil management rather than by its texture. They also showed that soil structure at any given location also changed significantly during the year. This demonstrates the complexity of characterizing infiltration processes in field soils.

(iii) Soil classification has most often been used to serve as a basis for the legends of soil maps that show the occurrence of different types of soil in a landscape. This can be done at different spatial scales. Block diagrams (Figs. 1 and 2) are used to illustrate the relationships between the occurrences of different types of soil in different parts of the landscape. Originally, soil surveyors walked through the fields, making an occasional boring while drawing boundaries between adjacent soil types on the basis of topographical or other observed differences, thereby defining “representative” soils for each map unit. The mapping units were assumed to contain at least 70% of the “representative” soil but this was not documented and the percentage was often much lower (e.g. Kuilenburg et al., 1982). Currently, techniques are refined by using remote and proximal sensing, digital mapping techniques, fuzzy set theory and geostatistics to translate point data to area data, including estimates of map purity and variability. Map legends also include broad descriptions of soil water regimes in terms of: well, moderately well, poorly and very poorly drained, indicating increasing wetness. These qualitative, empirical statements are, of course, not adequate to feed modern simulation models for water regimes of catchments but they are a start and are valuable when compared with no information at all.
3 Hydropedology

One of the objectives of hydropedology (Lin et al., 2006; Bouma, 2006) is to combine field expertise of soil scientists mapping soils (pedologists) with process knowledge of soil physicists and hydrologists, combining the best of the two scientific fields. Widely used pedotransfer functions have been proposed to “translate” static soil properties needed for classification into dynamic properties to be used for simulating soil water regimes in soils and catchment areas (Bouma, 1989; Pachepsky and Rawls, 2004). These functions are an early expression of hydropedology and use soil properties from soil survey, such as texture, organic matter content and bulk density and relate those data by regression to parameters for dynamic simulation, such as moisture retention and hydraulic conductivity. But pedological data can be much more useful which is increasingly recognized as the limitations of standard flow theory, in essence assuming soils to be isotropic and homogeneous, become painfully clear (Beven, 2006). Hydropedology studies have used modern soil physical methods and theory to characterize flow regimes under natural, heterogeneous soil conditions with the objective to obtain flow parameters and boundary conditions for flow systems that are more in agreement with heterogeneous conditions in the field. Detailed reports are provided elsewhere but relate to: (i) the effect of sample volume on measurement of the hydraulic conductivity in structured soils (Bouma, 1992) (ii) bypass flow (sometimes also called: “preferential flow”), which is the rapid vertical movement of free water through vertical macropores in an unsaturated soil matrix (Bouma, 1981; Booltink and Bouma, 2002); (iii) internal catchment, which is accumulation of free water in dead-end macropores after bypass flow (Stiphout et al., 1987) and (iv) soil hydrophobicity, leading to unexpected surface runoff and rapid transport of water through preferential flow paths (Ritsema et al., 1993, 2005).

An example of bypass flow and internal catchment is presented in Fig. 3 (from Stiphout et al., 1987) where two showers of 10 mm were applied within half an hour to a clay loam soil with worm-channels acting as water conducting macropores. Water
content measurements with the neutron probe were made within the hour. Simulations, using the standard homogeneous model representation predicted wetting to a depth of 5 cm. But free water rapidly reached depths of 60 cm where most worm channels ended at the boundary of a sandy subsoil and at 140 cm where all channels ended, representing the depth where worms move in very dry periods. When internal catchment occurs on slopes, it can lead to unexpected landslides as free water accumulates at a given depth. Simulation models can easily be modified to take the mentioned processes into account by using morphological data from soil survey to redefine boundary conditions of the flow system (e.g. Hoogmoed and Bouma, 1980; Bouma et al., 1982, 1983). These simulations assume that water only moves into vertical, continuous macropores at the soil surface when the infiltrative capacity of the adjacent soil surface is inadequate to accept the applied water at the given rate during a given time period. So, in fact, infiltration into the soil matrix next to the macropores is described with standard flow theory while continuous macropores create the opportunity for bypass flow where free water can reach relatively great depth in a short time. To calculate infiltration into soil surfaces with macropores, exact measurements of hydraulic conductivities are needed at pressure heads close to saturation. The crust test is particularly suitable for such measurements (Bouma, 1982). Bouma and Dekker (1978), using blue dyes, demonstrated bypass flow in the field in a dry clay soil with vertical shrinkage cracks and many more field experiments have been reported in literature showing identical phenomena (e.g. review by van Schaik, 2009). Another example shows that simulation of downward transport of a conservative tracer through a water repellent sandy field soil is significantly underestimated when using a traditional piston-based model approach (Ritsema et al., 2005). Only through adequate description of the dynamic formation and disappearance of preferential flow paths, reasonable model results could be achieved (Ritsema et al. 2005, Kramers et al., 2005). Clue is that hysteresis in the water retention characteristics should be accounted for in describing and modeling flow and transport (Ritsema et al., 1998a; Ritsema and Dekker, 2000). The formation, disappearance and reoccurrence of preferential flow paths during weather
sequences with dry and wet periods have been monitored in detail in the field using advanced automated TDR devices (Ritsema, 1998b). Results indicate that preferential flow paths are quickly formed during single rain events, and disappear soon after rainfall ceases. During successive rain events, preferential flow paths reoccur at the same places, indicating that the position of these flow paths are fixed in space, and, among other factors, are determined by the wetting history (Ritsema et al., 1998b). This, in turn, might lead to the generation of soil heterogeneity in the long-term (Ritsema and Dekker, 1996b). Recently, dynamic animations of infiltrating water through water repellent field soils have been constructed on basis of extensive field data (Oostindie et al., 2011) and by using software specifically designed for this purpose (Wesseling et al., 2008). These animations clearly show that water infiltration in homogeneous sandy soils prone to hydrophobic behaviour is far from uniform, and much more complex than earlier thought.

4 Examples of using hydropedological data for simulating water movement in catchments

4.1 Introduction

Many papers have been published on soil water regimes in catchment soils, using soil information, and a complete review is clearly beyond the scope of this text which deals with catchment classification. Two recent examples will, however, be briefly discussed to illustrate the use of soil information when simulating water regimes of catchments at different spatial scales.

The first study (Hunink et al., 2009) describes water regimes in the Upper Tana Basin in Kenya, an area of 17 420 km square. The second one (van Schaik, 2009) discusses the effect of bypass flow on infiltration patterns in a catchment of 1 km square, as a recent example of a hydropedological field study. The third example illustrates that hydropedological processes, assessed with modern remote sensing techniques, can provide important validation data for models simulating water regimes in catchments.
4.2 The Upper Tana basin study, Kenya

Hunink et al. (2009) characterized water regimes in a large watershed with the specific objective to develop a procedure to quantify so-called Green Water Credits, creating an investment facility for upstream farmers to improve their soil and water management, targeted at increasing rainwater infiltration and storage in the soil and to reducing evaporation from the soil. This will feed the underlying aquifer and combat surface runoff and erosion. Both effects are beneficial for downstream water users. The Green Water Credits investment facility is backed up by public and private partners. The latter are in particular the downstream water users as they benefit from upstream catchment management by rainfed agriculturalists. The project is part of a general tendency in policy circles, also in the European Union, to pay farmers for so-called ecosystem services that used to be a side effect only of their commercial operations in dairy or arable farms. Payment of ecosystem services provides an extra inducement for farmers to improve their soil management.

Hunink et al. (2009) developed a procedure to define Hydrological Response Units (HRU), composed of unique combinations of topography, soil and land use. A distributed modeling approach using SWAT (Neitsch et al., 2002) was used to quantify water fluxes in the HRU’s. The study made use of large datasets based on public domain (KENSOTER) as well as locally sourced data sets. The most relevant were: elevation, climate, land use/land cover, reservoirs and soils. A complete description of these datasets can be found elsewhere (Hunink et al., 2009). Missing entries are obtained by pedotransfer rules (van Engelen et al., 2005). Soil classification follows the Revised Legend of the Soil Map of the World (FAO 1988). The area contained 68 soil types. The KENSOTER database includes the total available water capacity of the soil (water held between field capacity and wilting point) and rootable depth. An important missing factor is the saturated hydraulic conductivity (Ksat) that should preferably be measured because it is highly variable and very small continuous soil pores can conduct large quantities of water (e.g. Bouma, 1992). But many measurements that would
be needed for very large areas are not possible and pedotransferfunctions have been proposed, based on a statistical analysis of measured Ksat values, such as the one by Jabro (1992).

Most hydrological modeling studies consider soils only relevant for obtaining discharge curves for catchments. However, for this particular study, soils are seen as the main driver for soil evaporation, crop transpiration, recharge to groundwater and erosion all of which have different values at different locations in the catchment and all represent important properties of the catchment. This SWAT modeling exercise was calibrated and validated with measured discharges at ten locations (Hunink et al., 2009). Additional validation with remote sensing data is being investigated.

A typical result is shown in Fig. 5, indicating the calculated total transpiration by plants, which is equivalent to the amount of “green water”. Transpiration is a function of various integrated processes based on soils, land cover and land management. An important sustainability characteristic is the amount of water that is actually recharging the groundwater. Calculations show that this recharge is spatially quite variable (Fig. 6).

The ultimate objective of this hydropedology study was to explore alternatives in management to increase the quantity of green water and water recharge. Explorative results of one particular adaptation strategy, implementation of contour strips, are shown in Fig. 6. It was assumed that these contour strips were implemented on all agricultural lands and the study explored what the impact would be in changes in groundwater recharge. The resulting map (Fig. 6) is now being used in Kenya to implement these contour strips but only in areas where this measure is expected to be most effective, considering the patterns of Fig. 6. This will result in a substantial reduction in costs as compared with constructing contour strips in the entire area and may serve as a nice illustration of hydropedology at work.

This study demonstrates the use of soil maps and associated information for the modeling exercise. Of particular interest is the focus on an innovative application, the Green Water Credit facility, which has drawn major interest in the policy arena (see the Green Water Credits http://www.isric.org/).
Modeling, as a purpose in itself, with the only objective to match modelling results with traditional outputs, such as catchment discharge, is likely to result in less new insights and innovation than modelling that is focused on the solution of a particular issue of societal concern as presented here as a case study.

4.3 Spatial variability of infiltration

Van Schaik (2009) studied spatial variability of infiltration patterns in a small watershed in the Dehasa study area (near Extramadura) in a semi-arid Spanish environment. Her study is one of the first to upscale phenomena of bypass flow (called preferential flow by the author) from the individual soil to a larger land area. A standardized shower was applied at 18 locations using water with a blue dye. Soils were excavated to observe patterns of infiltration indicating that bypass flow was prominent, particularly at the hilltops, while it was lower at the slopes and in the valley. Bypass flow was characterized by the depth of the uniform wetting front, the totally stained area, the maximum depth of the stains and the fraction of preferential flow as related to total flow. Regression analysis showed that four site-specific variables (vegetation, soil texture, slope and location in the landscape) could explain 50–66% of bypass values obtained. This is still a relatively low score indicating the need for further field studies. Still, different subareas could be distinguished in the catchment, each with characteristically different infiltration properties. The study demonstrates the relevance of bypass flow when simulating water regimes in catchments. So far, also in the Hunink et al. (2009) study, the implicit assumption is made that soils are homogeneous and isotropic, which they are not. Much work is still needed to move beyond the concepts of homogeneity and isotropy and hydropedological expertise can be helpful here.

4.4 Hydropedology to enhance model performance

It is common practice in hydrology to calibrate a hydrological model using a few discharge gauges near the outlet of a catchment. Model parameters are adapted until a
satisfactory relation between observed and modelled discharge is obtained. Although calibration results may seem statistically significant at a high degree of confidence this is not a guarantee that the entire model is a correct representation of reality. Process-based distributed hydrological models usually combine high spatial heterogeneity with a large number of model parameters and this may result in the equifinality problem, e.g. multiple parameter combinations yield the same result. The main problem is, however, that a good comparison between observed and simulated discharge does not ensure that other processes, such as evapotranspiration, crop growth, groundwater recharge are correctly represented. A promising potential solution for these problems in model calibration is the use of spatially distributed actual evapotranspiration (ETact) as a readily available data source. This was tested for the Guadalquivir basin in southern Spain of 57 000 km$^2$ (Fig. 7) using a time series of MODIS- based ETact maps based on the SEBAL algorithm (Bastiaanssen et al., 2005) and the Soil and Water Assessment Tool (SWAT; Neitsch, 2002). Figure 8 shows the spatial patterns of actual evapotranspiration at HRU level for observed values using Remote Sensing (SEBAL) and the model (SWAT). The spatial patterns are depicted very well by SWAT. The Guadalquivir valley, where most irrigated agriculture is found, is clearly shown and no large spatial biases can be identified. The scatterplot in Fig. 9 shows good agreement between measured and calculated ET’s as expressed by r-square of 0.94. A limited number of deviating values are shown, indicating that observations and model do not always match. However, these values are associated with special conditions which can be explained. Values in ellipse A are in the model classified as open water but occur in reality in dried areas following low rainfall conditions. Values in ellipse B are located in the rice paddy area and have an extremely high ETact. For these areas the soil available water capacity as specified in the model is probably too low to achieve a similar ETact as observed. Ellipse C contains only two values that are most likely misclassified as irrigated agriculture, while in ellipse D irrigated agriculture was erroneously classified as rangeland. For the values in ellipse E the deviations are probably due to an underestimation of plant stress factors (nutrients, soil, pests and diseases).
This example illustrates that hydropedological processes, assessed with modern remote sensing techniques, can provide important validation data for models simulating water regimes in catchments when these models also consider development of vegetation or crops, which is necessary when characterizing catchments in the growing season.

5 Implications for catchment classification

First, the question should be answered which function, if any, catchment classification can and should play in the overall research programs on catchment hydrology. This is, of course, for the profession to decide but the four functions, discussed above for soil science would probably also be relevant for catchment hydrology. But following the experiences provided by developing soil classification, this would require the definition of permanent characteristics of the catchment to be used as differentiating characteristics for the different categories of any classification scheme. One could think of, for example, geology, soils, topography, relief, degree of branching of surface flow channels and climate. Considering soils, names of classification units may appear mysterious for non soil scientists. However, certain permanent soil characteristics, such as texture, thickness of surface horizons or depth to slowly permeable subsurface horizons, and – less permanent- the organic matter content can be shown for a given region as single value maps that can rapidly be generated by Geographical Information Systems when appropriate soil maps and databases are available (see case-study Tana Basin, Kenya). This direct type of soil information can be helpful when developing classification schemes for catchments.

Soil Taxonomy (Soil Survey Staff, 1999) distinguishes Soil Orders, Suborders, Groups, Subgroups, Families and Series, each one with differentiating characteristics of decreasing significance for each lower classification category. Reaching agreement on a final soil classification scheme has taken at least forty years of intense discussions in the period 1960–2000 and an investment of an immense amount of energy by the
pedology community. The question may be raised whether this time was well spent or if more emphasis on functional soil characterization would have been more profitable for the profession? Catchment hydrologists would be well advised to reflect on this question as embarking on a serious classification effort will involve a substantial effort.

Currently, tentative classification schemes of catchments, as reported in this issue, usually focus on discharge characteristics as a basis for differentiation. Others have argued for a combination of metrics such as a catchment’s “form” (including geomorphologic and pedologic characteristics) as well as dynamic catchment response characteristics. Regardless of the metrics chosen, there is currently no well-defined set of criteria to classify catchments (Wagener et al., 2007). Of course, discharge characteristics are important features of watersheds but more in terms of a dynamic property as a function of different boundary conditions than as a differentiating characteristic for catchment classification. Comparable discharges may result from different weather conditions or different processes in various catchments. Also, a classification based on current discharges will not be valuable when trying to predict catchment behaviour under changed conditions of climate or land-use change, a problem frequently being addressed at this time.

In view of the difficulties still encountered when simulating water regimes in catchments and considering the major investment needed to develop a widely accepted classification scheme, it would perhaps be wiser at this point in time to focus energy on first trying to improve simulation results of watershed hydrology before developing catchment classification schemes. As discussed, incorporating hydropedological data to improve the characterization of the unsaturated zone may help. Also, why continue the traditional focus on catchment discharge as a differentiating characteristic and not pay more attention to other features, such as e.g. time to first discharge after different precipitation regimes and initial moisture conditions, the degree of upslope soil saturation at various locations in the catchment, again as a function of the precipitation regimes, and, in more general terms, a focus on “tipping points of catchment behaviour” that are particularly relevant for land users and concerned citizens. The
Green Water Example of Kenya, presented above, illustrates an innovative approach presenting a new differentiating catchment characteristic (“Green Water”) based on a practical question.

In pedology, soil classification has received major emphasis for several decades. Lately, functional characterization of soil units in space and time is receiving more attention (e.g. Bouma, 1989; Stolte et al., 1996 and 2003; Hessel et al., 2003) and this is particularly interesting for practical applications. But as soil scientists were inward looking while developing complicated classification schemes, soil data were not used by hydrologists and engineers as they could have been. Perhaps, there are lessons here for hydrologists studying watershed hydrology. Why not focus first on improving the functional characterization of catchments, where hydropedology can make contributions, and focus on classification later when more data and insight have been generated?
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of soils in an Iowa catchment, USA, showing characteristic differences of soil types on the plateaus, the slopes and the valleys and demonstrating the importance of the soil forming factors parent material and topography.
Fig. 2. Block diagram from the basin of Paris, illustrating the occurrence of different types of soil at different positions in the landscape. This diagram includes limestone bedrock, deep soils on the plateaus, thin ones on the slope and deep ones in the valleys. Streamlines of surface flow of water are determined by infiltration rates at the surface and by topography.
Fig. 3. Field-measured bypass flow and internal catchment in a silt loam soil with vertical macropores, demonstrating rapid wetting at around 60 cm and 140 cm depth (from van Stiphout et al., 1987).
Fig. 4. Actual transpiration in Upper Tana, Kenya (mm per year).
Fig. 5. Groundwater recharge in Upper Tana, Kenya (mm per year).
Fig. 6. Spatial distribution of relative increase in groundwater recharge for the contour strips scenario in Upper Tana, Kenya.
Fig. 7. Study area Guadalquivir in Southern Spain.
Fig. 8. Observed (top) and modelled (bottom) actual evapotranspiration from October 2004 to September 2005 at HRU level.
Fig. 9. Comparison observed (SEBAL) and modelled (SWAT) calibration results. Ellipses A to E show areas with areas where model differs from observations.